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When taxpayers hear the word “infrastructure,” they are more likely to think of things such as roads and airports rather than water pipes and sewers. Yet, these buried assets are as important to our everyday lives and the economy as the transportation networks we see right before our eyes.

Drinking water and wastewater infrastructure have huge implications for fiscal policy. As this Policy Paper points out, the costs to replace existing capacity and keep up with additional development growth could reach into trillions of dollars over the next several decades. This liability could rival the threat that state and local government employee pension burdens pose to taxpayers. And like so many undertakings by governments as well as their chartered entities, citizens are already being treated to a litany of reasons why the only solution to the water infrastructure problem is more money from their wallets – through higher utility rates, additional local debt, new taxpayer-funded grants from Washington, or other schemes.

To National Taxpayers Union, none of these “solutions” is acceptable. Just as water is a resource that must be carefully stewarded, the finances of taxpayers and ratepayers deserve better oversight and allocation. Several years ago, NTU embarked on a more in-depth examination of water infrastructure matters, which included an Issue Brief that focused on the topic of open competition for piping materials. The research complements our longstanding support for local government policy approaches that encourage greater involvement of privately-owned businesses in delivering public services. This Policy Paper picks up the question with a much more comprehensive evaluation of both the problems and the solutions.

Water finance expert Gregory Baird brings formidable knowledge and experience to bear on the technical challenges of corrosion for replacement of outmoded pipe systems. But antiquated financial practices are much greater obstacles to success, and include defective competitive procurement laws, poor understanding of performance auditing or life-cycle costs, and a lack of accountability or transparency to those who must ultimately pay the bills. Mr. Baird ably tackles each of these topics and makes a compelling case for reforms.

He is far from alone. Recently the Mayors Water Council of the U.S. Conference of Mayors released a report methodically outlining how “procurement process improvements yield cost-effective public benefits.” The President of the influential U.S. Water Alliance also weighed in on the topic of materials procurement. While not taking sides on which material is best, he sensibly observed:

Recent reports are highlighting the importance of choosing the right pipe for the right job and doing so in a manner that embraces competition rather than routine repetition. Smart selection, through open competition and upfront life cycle analysis, should then lead to sustainable asset management. Add it all up to save water, energy, and money over the long haul and prevent headaches along the way.

But implementing such reforms is just as urgent as identifying them, which is why NTU teamed up with the Water Finance Research Foundation to develop practical steps citizens and public officials to make changes happen in their communities. Step one is to organize a community-level citizen group, which can consist of just a handful of concerned residents. Our brochure, Standing Together, provides all the nuts-and-bolts details of forming such an organization. Step two is to begin monitoring local procedures for replacing pipes, making capital plans, and setting service rates. A handy appendix to this Policy Paper provides 25 criteria that an informed public can use to probe these procedures intelligently and assess whether public officials are properly fulfilling their fiduciary duties.
Step three is for taxpayers and ratepayers to seek solutions beyond their hometowns, through state- and federal-level legislation to ensure that all options for materials are considered from the beginning of a water or sewer replacement plan. Step four is for public officials themselves to regain the confidence of their constituents through transparent, proactive management of those new systems as they come online.

The average citizen may feel somewhat daunted by the technical terms laced throughout this discussion. There’s no need to be. In the end, the most critical issues surrounding water infrastructure aren’t about pipe specifications or engineering tests. They’re about putting in place a set of principles that help any enterprise succeed: competition, oversight, and innovation. NTU is grateful to Mr. Baird and the Water Finance Research Foundation for their vital work. We look forward to additional constructive cooperation in the years ahead as we seek to protect taxpayers and ratepayers in the quest for solutions to the underground infrastructure challenge.

With Sincere Appreciation,

PETE SEPP
Executive Vice President
National Taxpayers Union
1. INTRODUCTION: THE URGENCY OF REFORM

“Crisis” is an overused word in public policy, but in the case of drinking water and wastewater infrastructure, it is not inaccurate. Though they may not think of it often, more and more consumers seem to sense that serious problems are arising every time they learn of water-main disruptions or rising utility bills. Eighty-eight percent of Americans think some type of reform is needed to help our infrastructure and 72 percent claim they would actively advocate for water reform. Yet, they are also demanding a break from the past as well as the present – new funding without fundamental changes in the way infrastructure is procured and managed will not restore public trust. What would such changes look like?

1.1 PROCUREMENT REFORM FOR OPEN COMPETITION AND INNOVATION

First and foremost, rate-approving officials and finance officers must take aggressive action to address the direct drivers behind rates. They have a fiduciary duty to conduct procurement audits – both process-related and financial – to ensure fair and open competition practices are followed. This reaches to the depths where special interests and others dictate design specifications prohibiting materials, technologies, or project delivery processes that could otherwise lower overall costs to utilities. Competition also drives innovation and reduced costs to the utility and ratepayers.

1.2 IMPROVED FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Furthermore, improvements are needed in financial management strategies, such as combining infrastructure asset management programs with long-term financial planning. Innovation occurs when life-cycle costing is incorporated to reduce the exposure to unexpected future liabilities. The elements of long-term financial planning include forecasting economic trends, projecting revenues and expenditures, and debt analysis. Furthermore, infrastructure asset management, operations, maintenance, and capital planning all need to be tied to service levels and performance standards, and integrated with financial analysis so cost justification is an integral part of the decision-making process.

The barriers to cost effectiveness unnecessarily drive up rates and, in many cases, probably have for years. All of them can and should be addressed before the immediate need for rate hikes. The best practices of asset management and integrated finance help bridge this gap of awareness and offer informed, practical solutions in order to maintain affordable water services.

Indeed, as each day passes, elected officials are becoming increasingly aware of the need to confront this issue in a cost-effective manner. The U.S. Conference of Mayors has published a definitive study on local government procurement and maximizing public benefits. Pipe materials were used to illustrate procurement process improvements that can yield significant cost savings and extend useful design performance in the system. The report called for:

an open procurement and selection process which allows for all appropriate materials to be considered and accurately and fairly compared. Any improvement in this area can represent a huge cost savings for ratepayers considering the perpetual high cost of underground infrastructure replacement. … Closed procurement processes lead to unnecessary costs, and may diminish public confidence in a local government’s ability to provide cost effective services.

2. WATER AND WASTEWATER INFRASTRUCTURE: AN OVERVIEW

An overwhelming number of reports and studies provide evidence of needed change to the water and wastewater industry. The life-sustaining assets under this industry’s care have received a grade of “D-” in 2009 and a “D+” in 2013 from the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) for their condition, with a growing price tag estimated between $1 to nearly $5 trillion. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) explains that nearly 60 percent of these costs are the underground pipes which have been out of sight and out of mind for too long.
2.1 THE CRITICAL NEED IS AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

All of the national and state-level studies are based on survey sampling and extrapolated projections from many data sources. Breaking the issue down into smaller parts at the local level identifies the true gaps and risks. If a water main breaks, it impacts the services provided to the homes and businesses on that street and the ratepayers from the community’s utility will shoulder all of the costs. These smaller parts are more controllable and therefore solvable with known costs, benefits, and impacts. The accuracy of any of the gap estimates will only be improved as local communities conduct individual need assessments.

Utility finance officers feel the struggle of balancing some degree of financial stability against the huge wave of capital investments. Elected officials, meanwhile, are caught in a “Catch-22” of feeling compelled to raise water rates amid economic uncertainty but feeling driven to protect their political futures. But is it all about finding new money, or perhaps scavenging just enough funding to get through the budget cycle? Or, are there strategies to actually reduce infrastructure costs in the short term and in the long term?

This Policy Paper from National Taxpayers Union is a call to action for utilities to embrace techniques that are within their control. By following practical approaches that promote competition, improved financial management, and innovation, water and sewer rate costs in the United States can be reduced.

Financial management in utilities dictates a budget process in which funds are approved and allocated for specific purposes. Capital budgets with lists of prioritized projects are also reviewed and approved. Toward the end of a budget year, the accounting records are organized and presented during a formal audit, which looks for misappropriated funds or weak internal controls. Yet, even with these high standards the additional tasks to help relieve financial burdens are all too often not on the agenda. Granted, finance officers can be experts at budget cutting and hiring freezes; they can be in control of accounting transactions and earn awards for clean audits with superior financial reporting; they can, like “captains of industry,” issue more debt. But how can they become masters of understanding the actual cost drivers? The following analysis is intended to provide some guidance.

3. THE UNFUNDED INFRASTRUCTURE LIABILITY

The United States has a decentralized water network with approximately 54,000 community water systems serving over 264 million people and 114,000 non-community water systems delivering service to facilities like campgrounds and schools. There are over 14,700 wastewater treatment facilities and 19,700 sewer collection systems.

At the same time, the costs of meeting current and future government employee pension commitments have become prominent issues for state and local governments in recent years, even as many have grappled with weak revenue and balanced-budget requirements.7

While the unfunded pension liabilities have driven high-profile negotiations in many areas of the country, the unfunded water and wastewater infrastructure liabilities with a lack of open procurement and life-cycle financial analysis practices continue to be unaddressed. And, just as they have often involved themselves in constructive campaigns for pension reform, community-level citizen groups can, through public outreach and engagement with the media, propose better water infrastructure practices to local City Councils or Boards with policy and budget authority. Ultimately, they can make a positive contribution to the public debate, one which will lower long-term utility rates or prevent them from increasing unnecessarily.

4. THE MAJOR COST DRIVER IS PIPE REPLACEMENT

As noted earlier, the majority (60 percent) of the water replacement costs are in the area of transmission and distribution pipes. Given the economic downturn resulting in deferred maintenance and delayed capital projects, this proportion is expected to increase. If the amount was mostly financed through long-term 30-year debt to achieve a measure of inter-generational equity among ratepayers, the figure would go even higher. Ultimately, however, the public will have to finance the replacement of the nation’s water infrastructure, either through higher rates or higher
Still, as then-Detroit Mayor Dennis Archer, President of the National League of Cities observed, “The staggering cost of maintaining, operating, rehabilitating, and replacing our aging water infrastructure requires a new partnership between federal, state and local government.”

4.1 BURIED AND OUT OF SIGHT, ALMOST FORGOTTEN

The United States installed underground water infrastructure in three main time periods because of the population growth in the 1800s, 1900-1945, and post-1945. Pipes constructed in each of these three eras will all start to fail at nearly the same time over the next couple of decades for many reasons, ranging from age and corrosion to inadequate design and poor installation. Additionally, the life span of the materials used has become shorter with each new investment cycle. Utilities are faced with reviewing new methodologies and materials to select the best-fit, right-cost solution to longstanding problems. Doing things the same old way and expecting different results cannot meet the standards of an effectively managed utility.

Pipe material selection considerations include trench conditions, corrosion, temperature, safety requirements, and cost. The main pipe characteristics, however, are corrosion and hydraulic considerations. All pipes are approved and tested by the American Society of Testing Materials as well as the American Water Works Association (AWWA). Many have the “NSF” designation, which means they were tested for compliance with one or more voluntary national standards and undergo constant rigorous testing. These pipes are safe for their intended purpose, unlike, for example, asbestos cement pipes whose production and use the industry has discontinued. Furthermore, these various pipes have been thought to exhibit useful lives (if properly installed) at over 100 years. Unfortunately, recent hard experience demonstrates pipes not lasting that long, but having an average failure age of 47 years. Metallic pipes in corrosive soils may last less than 10 years.

A 2011 study by AWWA’s Water Research Foundation indicated that ductile iron pipes with the thinnest walls (now the majority of metallic pipe purchases) in moderately corrosive soils have a life expectancy of just 11-14 years. In contrast, projects involving underground pipes are usually supported through 30-year long-term debt even though accounting depreciation schedules assume a 75- to 100-year pipe life. As the author of the recent Mayors Water Council report perceptively observed, “When pipes fail prematurely, huge long-term generational financial burdens are placed on the utility, unnecessarily increasing user rates. This is akin to having to completely rebuild one’s house before the first mortgage is paid off.”

5. THE CORROSION EPIDEMIC CAN NO LONGER BE HIDDEN

Utilities are currently facing a large problem maintaining their infrastructure, partly because pipe manufacturers, owners, and engineers historically have failed to recognize and provide adequate corrosion control methods to protect buried cast iron and “ductile” (i.e., less brittle) iron piping and fittings. Despite warnings from corrosion experts in the late 1960s and again in the 1980s about possible corrosion problems, water and wastewater utilities continued the practice of installing metallic pipe without sufficient protection. Corrosion is now generally considered to be the major reason for below-ground pipe failures. The cost of repairing or replacing ferrous metal pipes is one of the largest expenditures in some utility budgets.

For example, an October 1989 AWWA Journal article reported, “Research in Philadelphia and Boston and observation of corrosion and main failure in Calgary, Denver, California’s East Bay Municipal Utility District, Los Angeles, and other utilities show that external corrosion is a major contributor to water main deterioration.” The author further noted that many utilities do not appreciate that corrosion has led to conditions eventually causing the leak or break. This could include circumferential cracks, which make up 50 percent of common failures. Water main breaks are a key cost driver that finance officers should understand. They should explore the type of pipe, the pipe age, and the break/leak cause. Sustainability concerns would strive for a pipe life of 100 years or more.
Corrosion-related failures should prompt an immediate review of pipe material selection criteria. In sewer collection systems, both pipe and manhole materials should be non-corrosive to achieve a 100-year life.

5.1 WATER MAIN BREAK STUDIES
Utah State University’s (USU’s) Water Main Break Rates in the USA and Canada study was released in 2012. The USU Buried Structures Laboratory is recognized as one of two laboratories in the United States for performing large-scale tests on buried pipes. It is from this expertise and background that the surveys of water main breaks were developed and analyzed. Utah State University examined utilities across the U.S. and Canada to obtain comprehensive data on water main failures of municipal and private water supply systems. The failure rate was computed by dividing the total number of failures from all utilities for a particular pipe material by the total length of that pipe material.

This simple method for computing failure rates was used because it discourages biases toward large or small utilities. Moreover, utilities experience widely different failure rates for the same pipe material owing to pipe age, soil types (corrosive or noncorrosive), different corrosion prevention techniques, different installation practices, and climate.

5.2 NON-CORROSIVE PIPE HAS THE LOWEST BREAK RATE
The USU study concluded that pipe made from Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC, a type of durable plastic) has the lowest overall failure rate when compared to Cast Iron (CI), Ductile Iron (DI), Concrete, Steel, and Asbestos Cement (AC). PVC is shown to have the lowest overall failure rate at an overall 2.6 main breaks level, comprising the U.S. at 2.9 and Canada at 0.7. The study also found that corrosion is a major cause of water main breaks. Seventy-five percent of all utilities have corrosive soil conditions, and combined with a high portion of CI and DI pipes, one in four main breaks is caused by corrosion. This is ranked the second-highest reason for water main pipe failure.17

5.3 CORROSION CONTROL IS AN ADDED COST
The major issue in the pipeline market is the selection of materials and choice of corrosion control protection methods. Corrosion control costs can mean the market difference among different pipe types. As water is becoming a more precious and expensive resource and leak repair costs escalate, useful life and reliability are becoming more critical to utilities faced with major rehabilitation of their infrastructure.18

In an article entitled “Corrosion, Not Age, is to Blame for Most Water Breaks,” the author estimated that an average of 700 water main breaks will occur each day in North America. These 250,000 annual breaks will cost approximately $1 billion per year.19 The author states that most people believe old age is the major contributor to iron water pipe main breaks, but it is actually corrosion damage, as older pipes can continue to operate as long as corrosion is controlled:

The majority of water piping installed in the 20th century was cast or ductile iron, which was expected to provide water utilities with 50 to 100 years of trouble-free services. Unfortunately, these pipes are susceptible to corrosion and subsequent breakage. … Ductile iron pipe, introduced to the water systems in the 1950s and still in use today, was intended to offer better quality than cast iron. However, the pipe’s matrix and thinner wall make it vulnerable to pitting and corrosion attack.

Another materials expert determined that the rate of premature corrosion failures is attributable primarily to the thinner-wall ductile iron pipe, but also to galvanic corrosion from copper service lines and increased corrosivity from use of road salts.20 He wrote:

In summary, the corrosion problem which waterworks utilities are facing on a national basis is the result of many years of questionable practice and standards. Both gray cast iron and ductile iron have a similar, natural tendency to corrode in soil. … On the other hand, the corrosion of ductile iron pipe has awakened the waterworks industry, after half a century, to an appreciation for the potential severity of corrosion.
5.4 LISTEN TO THE EXPERTS: THE COSTS OF CORROSION ARE REAL

The historical failure of the water and wastewater community to adequately address corrosion is best summarized in the report, *Corrosion Cost and Preventive Strategies in the United States*, completed in 2001. The Federal Highway Administration and National Association of Corrosion Engineers International (NACE) jointly supported the study, mandated by the U.S. Congress. The study points out that the *total cost of corrosion per year in the U.S. is $276 billion*, or approximately 3 percent of the nation’s Gross Domestic Product. A disturbing revelation is that the *largest single component of this annual corrosion cost is the water and wastewater sector, at $36 billion*. Current estimates in today’s dollars increase this to nearly $50.7 billion.

According to the study, major reasons for this problem are the lack of understanding corrosion and the lack of corrosion control. It states that many utilities have contributed to their own problems by their approach where “often an attitude is taken of burying the water pipe and forgetting about it until it fails.” The authors maintain that corrosion-related costs may add up to “approximately 50 percent of the total budget of the water departments.”

5.5.1 MAP: U.S. CORROSION

![Corrosion Map](http://soildatamart.nrcs.usda.gov)


5.6 CORROSION RATE

Initially, ductile iron was advertised as exceeding the corrosion resistance of gray cast iron. This idea gained acceptance in the marketplace and allowed the thinner-wall ductile iron pipe to replace cast iron pipe. However, research by the National Bureau of Standards (now the National Institute of Standards and Technology) indicated decades ago that ductile iron, cast iron, and steel corrode at similar rates in low-resistivity soils. Additional National Bureau of Standards testing concluded in a 1976 article that ductile iron and steel “**buried in the same soils...corrode at nearly the same rates when encased in some soils. Different soils, however, alter the corrosion rates for both materials**.” Furthermore, in its 75-year review of research, the Ductile Iron Pipe Research Association (DIPRA) acknowledges that for practical purposes ductile iron and cast iron can be considered to corrode at the same rate.
Hence, the map above provides a relevant illustration of regions most susceptible not only to steel corrosion, but cast and ductile iron corrosion as well.

5.7 REDUCTION IN IRON PIPE WALL THICKNESS

However, the thinner wall of ductile iron pipe is one of the factors that contribute to its shorter useful life compared to cast iron. Historically, the extra thickness of the cast iron pipe provided more metal for corrosion to attack (i.e., a corrosion allowance). As shown in the chart below, the historical wall thickness difference in some cases can be as much as 75 percent thinner for a similar pressure and diameter pipe. If the wall thickness of ductile iron is only one-fifth of the cast iron wall thickness and the corrosion rate is the same, then the expected life of ductile iron will be substantially less than for cast iron in similar corrosive environments. The difference in wall thickness is one consideration that must be taken into account during corrosion evaluations and selection of control methods. Some utilities are specifying increased ductile iron pressure classes for additional wall thickness in an attempt to provide a larger corrosion allowance.

5.7.1 CHART: IRON PIPE WALL THICKNESS REDUCTIONS OVER TIME

![Graph showing wall thickness reductions over time for cast and ductile iron pipes.]

Source: Industry standard knowledge and specifications. Measurements depicted in inches, by year. “CI” and “DI” refer to cast iron and ductile iron, respectively.

The U.S. Conference of Mayors report referred to earlier in this Policy Paper only confirms this trend, and indeed directly refers to it:

The thick cast iron pipes have taken a long time to corrode and need to be replaced, but the thick pipes of the past are no longer manufactured. The most commonly used substitute material is ductile iron pipe and it has been widely installed over the last few decades. The walls of ductile iron pipe are made thinner than cast iron, a 76 percent reduction in wall thickness since 1908 – 1.58 inches to 0.38 inches by 1991 – to reduce cost. Recent reductions thin the pipe wall to 0.21 inches. The simple fact is that thinner metallic pipes, under similar soil and moisture conditions, corrode and fail more quickly than their thicker cast iron predecessors.27
6. REDUCING SHORT-TERM COSTS WHILE DRIVING UP LONG-TERM COSTS

The main driver of reducing the wall thickness of iron pipe has been to attempt to reduce costs. One major issue with such strategies is the effect on pipe performance. When a utility invests in pipe, it normally will issue 30-year debt on a capital replacement project and assume that the longevity of the pipe will be in the 75- to 95-year range. Water leaks in the later years are inevitable. The water industry’s application of best practices, including the use of life-cycle costs, raises issues such as maintenance and life expectancy. In this case, the life-cycle cost of a pipe is not the initial purchase and installation price, but the value received through the pipe asset from cradle to grave. Using this technique, the apparent wall thinning in corrosive soil conditions exposes the weaknesses of metallic pipes.

6.1 LIFE-CYCLE COSTS

American and European sources consider PVC to have a durable life expectancy over 110 years.²⁸ Yet, many utility general managers ask, “How long will PVC really last?” European testing has suggested over 170 years.²⁹ Dig-ups in Canada and the U.S. of nearly 40-year-old PVC pipe prompt similar questions, considering once the pipe is washed off, “it looks like new.” Various life-cycle assessments have also found PVC to be a prudent choice. The discussion of life-cycle costs should not be confused with academic studies known as “life-cycle analyses” (LCAs). A life-cycle cost comparison looks at the costs to the user of a product from purchase through disposal. Life-cycle analyses, on the other hand, attempt to account for all the environmental impacts of a given product, from production through use and disposal. Depending on the data categories that are included, LCAs may provide useful environmental information, but they are not a substitute for life-cycle cost comparisons.³⁰

7. PLASTIC WRAPPING OF DUCTILE IRON PIPE IS NOT A NACE STANDARD

Both ductile iron pipe manufacturers and DIPRA usually promote plastic wrapping, a passive type of protection, as the principal method to control corrosion for all external ductile iron pipeline burial conditions. However, acceptance of polyethylene encasement as a successful corrosion control method is still a volatile and controversial subject in the corrosion control community. The technique has been adopted as a standard (C105) by the American Water Works Association and the American National Standards Institute, but it is not regarded as such by the influential National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE).³¹

7.1 A TAXPAYER’S CALL TO ACTION

If the corrosion control experts at NACE will not set the use of plastic-wrapped ductile iron as an approved corrosion standard, then informed citizens and elected officials need to take note of the current practice of their utility. Long-term performance and intergenerational equity of underground pipe investments for their community may be at stake. If a pipe is replaced with some remaining life, money is wasted, but more egregious is the premature failure and performance of pipes that were hailed as having a 110-year life. An awareness of soil conditions, major causes of failures (e.g., corrosion), and life-cycle costs all need to be combined at the earliest and most prominent decision point in the public procurement and design specification process. A utility might be reluctant to make such decisions in a public-record environment, and might even avoid updating its old practices in a public fashion so as not to expose weaknesses of past policies. Nonetheless, for ratepayers this is a critical juncture where they must speak out, and demand their utility clarify its commitment to controlling rising costs.
8. IF CORROSION IS NOT AN ISSUE ARE YOU STILL CONCERNED ABOUT COST?

8.1 UNDERSTANDING THE BIG DOLLARS

Overall, the “averaged replacement value” of the water underground pipe infrastructure adds up to $2.14 trillion in 2010 dollars based on core 2002 infrastructure data. This figure is based on a common unit cost derived from ductile iron costs and weighed against estimated pipe lengths found in various regions among four size categories of utilities. Also, on average, if the EPA has stated that nearly 60 percent of the replacement cost needs are the underground pipes, then one estimated value of the U.S. water system is over $3.6 trillion, with $2.14 trillion attributable to pipes. Following this logic and the chart below, the replacement value of iron pipes subject to corrosion would include cast iron (CI), cast iron cement lined (CICL), and ductile iron (DI), totaling over $1.36 trillion, or 63.6 percent of the total value of water pipe underground infrastructure.

8.1.1 CHART: AGGREGATE OF PIPE TYPE AND AVERAGED REPLACEMENT VALUE IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS BY REGION AND UTILITY SIZE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>CI</th>
<th>CICL</th>
<th>DI</th>
<th>AC</th>
<th>PV</th>
<th>Steel</th>
<th>PCCP</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Large</td>
<td>48,958</td>
<td>8,995</td>
<td>5,050</td>
<td>2,308</td>
<td>1,875</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>67,522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Medium &amp; Small</td>
<td>66,357</td>
<td>61,755</td>
<td>28,777</td>
<td>26,007</td>
<td>16,084</td>
<td>5,533</td>
<td>6,899</td>
<td>211,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Very Small</td>
<td>14,491</td>
<td>15,992</td>
<td>10,661</td>
<td>7,281</td>
<td>7,937</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>57,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Large</td>
<td>37,413</td>
<td>9,151</td>
<td>3,077</td>
<td>2,504</td>
<td>1,098</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>54,539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Medium &amp; Small</td>
<td>74,654</td>
<td>92,106</td>
<td>51,577</td>
<td>37,248</td>
<td>30,506</td>
<td>8,682</td>
<td>11,152</td>
<td>305,925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Very Small</td>
<td>37,597</td>
<td>28,943</td>
<td>25,464</td>
<td>12,428</td>
<td>19,720</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>828</td>
<td>125,581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Large</td>
<td>30,425</td>
<td>29,980</td>
<td>29,569</td>
<td>21,229</td>
<td>14,396</td>
<td>9,337</td>
<td>7,227</td>
<td>141,703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Medium &amp; Small</td>
<td>54,772</td>
<td>98,608</td>
<td>140,079</td>
<td>103,659</td>
<td>102,804</td>
<td>21,394</td>
<td>17,160</td>
<td>538,475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Very Small</td>
<td>43,183</td>
<td>24,998</td>
<td>49,791</td>
<td>34,529</td>
<td>47,823</td>
<td>1,461</td>
<td>1,244</td>
<td>203,028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Large</td>
<td>15,448</td>
<td>16,055</td>
<td>28,949</td>
<td>14,774</td>
<td>14,723</td>
<td>7,443</td>
<td>6,215</td>
<td>103,607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Medium &amp; Large</td>
<td>15,775</td>
<td>50,145</td>
<td>70,355</td>
<td>50,541</td>
<td>48,885</td>
<td>12,276</td>
<td>9,806</td>
<td>257,782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Very Small</td>
<td>16,344</td>
<td>11,199</td>
<td>17,910</td>
<td>13,166</td>
<td>17,245</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>76,862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>455,416</strong></td>
<td><strong>446,927</strong></td>
<td><strong>461,258</strong></td>
<td><strong>325,674</strong></td>
<td><strong>323,637</strong></td>
<td><strong>68,719</strong></td>
<td><strong>61,957</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,143,589</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI: cast iron; CICL: cast iron cement lined; DI: ductile iron; AC: asbestos cement; PV: polyvinyl chloride; PCCP: prestressed concrete cylinder pipe


The water industry’s proven issues with corrosion combined with the findings of the 2012 USU Water Main Break Study, provide a rich background for cost analysis: nearly 75 percent of water utilities have corrosive soils, 66 percent of the pipes are less than 8 inches in diameter (representing mainly residential water distribution systems), and 83 percent of water utilities operate at an average delivery pressure of 77 psi with less than a 20 psi pressure fluctuation (meaning that the risk of stresses on these utilities’ pipes are relatively modest). Again, the Conference of Mayors has just issued a report on local government procurement and maximizing public benefits. Pipe materials were used to illustrate procurement process improvements than can yield significant cost savings and extend useful design performance in the system.

As the following chart indicates, there are some serious affordability differences among materials.
8.1.2 CHART: PVC COSTS VERSUS DI COSTS, BY PIPE SIZE IN INCHES AND DOLLARS PER LINEAR FOOT


8.2 POTENTIAL WATER INDUSTRY COST SAVINGS OVER TIME FOR RATEPAYERS

By using the total replacement value by pipe type and realizing that different pipe materials are priced differently, it is possible to engage in a fiscal exercise with great importance to cost-conscious officials, taxpayers, and ratepayers. The two main pipes being installed today are ductile iron pipe and PVC pipe. Cast iron is no longer manufactured and is a primary factor in the number of water main breaks and pipe replacement capital programs. Water distribution systems are typically made of pipes with a diameter of less than 12 inches. Larger pipe diameters normally would mean increased water pressures. To create a cost comparison using the charts above, the variables needed are material type, pipe diameter, pressure, and cost components.

Here is a way to understand the calculation:

1. Account for the fact that this iron pipe would be a proportional part of the 75 percent of utilities experiencing corrosive soil conditions.
2. Apply USU’s finding that 66 percent of pipe is less than 8 inches in diameter.
3. Factor in that 83 percent of the pipe has a low pressure and low risk of pressure fluctuation.
4. PVC is considered to be between 30 percent and 70 percent less expensive than ductile iron pipe depending on the diameter of less than 12 inches. Bottom line: an average cost savings of 50 percent.

This percentage can be translated into dollars:

- By replacing CI and CICL with PVC, an average cost savings would be an estimated $245 billion, (ranging from a low of $148 billion to a high of $345 billion) or 11.5 percent of the total replacement value of all pipe.
- By replacing DI with PVC – assuming corrosion was an issue, the pipe is less than 8 inches in diameter and not subject to pressure concerns – the average cost savings is estimated at $126 billion (ranging from a low of $76 billion to a high of $177 billion) making up 5.9 percent of the total.

A shift in pipe selection from old iron and ductile iron pipe materials, taking into account various design specification variables, could reduce the current estimated total replacement value of iron metallic pipes from $1.362 trillion to $991 billion.
THE BOTTOM LINE: A national application of switching from iron and ductile iron pipes to PVC, given open procurement and cost justification analysis, could benefit water ratepayers and taxpayers in the average total amount of $371 billion, or 17.4 percent of the total replacement value of U.S. water underground pipe infrastructure. Additional savings can be achieved in pipe diameters greater than 8 inches, boosting this amount even higher.

These cost savings to be achieved would take place over time but would need to be initiated at the local level as part of the infrastructure asset management planning and procurement process. If the 40-year replacement need from 2011 through 2050 alone was considered, an estimated $165.5 billion in savings would occur, with $91.6 billion in savings between 2011 and 2035, and an additional $73.9 billion from 2036 through 2050. The remaining savings would occur beyond 2050. Existing ratepayers would, through user fees, underwrite the repair and replacement of existing infrastructure as assets continue to degrade over time.

8.3 POTENTIAL WATER INDUSTRY COST SAVINGS OVER TIME FOR DEVELOPERS

Developers pay for the infrastructure that benefits growth and economic development through connection fees, impact charges, or system development charges. Utilizing the same principles discussed above, the 17.4 percent in cost savings could be applied to an estimated $498.3 billion in growth-related pipes that are needed through 2035. Projections from 2036 to 2050 would add nearly another $304 billion, for a 40-year estimated total of $802.2 billion in new underground pipe infrastructure. These estimates are contained in the AWWA 2012 report. A 17.4 percent factor, accounting for variables in determining DI versus PVC, applied to these new pipe needs, results in savings of $86.7 billion through 2035 and an additional $52.9 billion through 2050.

THE BOTTOM LINE: A national application of switching from iron and ductile iron pipes to PVC where warranted, given open procurement and cost justification analysis, could benefit local developers supporting economic development in the total amount of $139.6 billion through 2050.

8.3.1 CHART: AGGREGATE NEED FOR INVESTMENT IN WATER MAINS THROUGH 2035 AND 2050, BY REGION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>2011–2035 Totals</th>
<th>2011–2050 Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Replacement</td>
<td>Growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>$92,218</td>
<td>$16,525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>$146,997</td>
<td>$25,222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>$204,357</td>
<td>$302,782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>$82,866</td>
<td>$153,756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$526,438</td>
<td>$498,285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4 POTENTIAL COST SAVINGS BY REGION AND UTILITY SIZE

The AWWA 2012 report\textsuperscript{35} and its total replacement value calculations (Chart 8.1.1) considered region and utility size. In the analysis of the pipe material distribution, the large utilities of the Northeast and Midwest had a much higher percentage of iron and ductile pipes, 93 percent and 91 percent respectively (as compared to the average large utility of 76 percent). By region, the average combined utility size subject to iron pipes is 64 percent, while the Northeast and Midwest are at 80 percent and 79 percent in comparison. Larger utilities are considered serving populations of 50,000 or more; they therefore have the ability to spread cost against a larger user rate base as compared with small and very small utility sizes (serving less than 10,000 and 3,300, respectively).

In general, even though they have corrosive soils, the West and the South have less exposure to corrosion failures based on their low percentage of iron pipes installed and therefore have higher levels of PVC pipes. Likewise, medium and small utilities also have less metallic corrosion exposure due to higher use of PVC pipe. These smaller and even rural water systems have followed competitive procurement policies and selected pipe materials to meet both cost and performance requirements.

8.5 DEVELOPER COST SAVINGS BY REGION

Growth estimated in the four regions was calculated in the AWWA 2012 study as 2.9 percent in the Northeast, 4.6 percent in the Midwest, 61.5 percent in the South, and 31 percent in the West through 2050 for a total needed investment in new pipe infrastructure of $802.2 billion through 2050. The South and West, through an applied PVC procurement cost scenario, would gain 92.5 percent of the $139.6 billion in developer and economic benefits through 2050. Sixty-two percent of the $139.6 billion could be achieved between 2011 and 2035 if current water main pipe replacement projects adopt recommended open procurement and financial analysis practices. Therefore, public officials and taxpayer advocates in those two regions have a particularly strong interest in ensuring such practices are embraced. Regions currently applying these principles have already begun to capture cost savings.

8.6 THE DEBATE

Naturally, these scenario estimates will come under challenge from pipe associations, manufacturers, utilities, and other stakeholders. However, their protests miss the point of NTU’s focus: demanding open procurement practices supported with financial analysis and followed with a commitment to public accountability.

Indeed, if these interests do have concerns, then the first step is for utilities to initiate the internal changes allowing for alternative materials in the design specifications for underground water and wastewater infrastructure. \textit{It is precisely by establishing open procurement practices and life cycle-costing that the data-centered conclusions in this Policy Paper can be properly debated.}

To be clear, this analysis for National Taxpayers Union is the most comprehensive one \textit{currently} available. It is built on an AWWA study represented as the “most comprehensive picture of the nation’s water pipe inventory ever assembled” and a USU water main break study examining “10 percent of total length of water mains in the U.S. as one of the largest surveys ever conducted.” Yet, this research can and should be updated. \textit{More studies are forthcoming and welcomed} to help utilities better manage their renewal and replacement infrastructure asset management, planning, and decision making.

The second step is for the utility to conduct \textit{a public review and financial analysis} of its operations. The issue at hand is not really the selection of one pipe over another, but the ability for a utility to take advantage of \textit{all} materials, processes, technologies, and products that create the most cost-effective solution while meeting sustainable performance levels. In fact, every pipe has its best use, but no single pipe is the best fit in every situation. Open competition only, not accusations, will reach the objectives of elected officials, ratepayers, and developers concerned with the rising costs of infrastructure replacement capital programs.
8.7 THE DOING NOTHING OPTION

If a utility chooses to ignore the problem or continues to defer capital replacement projects to avoid basic rate increases, the investment gap will significantly rise and the costs of the projects will increase, creating a larger future liability for ratepayers. Establishing a multi-year condition assessment program as part of the capital plan budget and methodically conducting an annual condition analysis is the only way an organization can understand risks and adjust capital replacement plans cost effectively. Unlike a needs assessment, which centers on identifying funding shortfalls, the condition assessment is critical to managing a strategic investment that will actually reduce the risks.

9. THE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE STATE OF CRISIS

Utilities are constantly caught between two pressures. On one hand, there are high replacement costs of underground infrastructure (again, EPA suggests that underground infrastructure accounts for nearly 60 percent of the repair and replacement costs of the utility). The following chart, based on American Society of Civil Engineers estimates, shows these replacement costs are considerable.

9.1.1 CHART: STATES’ WATER INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING REQUIREMENTS

On the other hand, there is the political push-back dealing with rate increases and affordability issues. As a result, many managers are turning to long-term capital project and infrastructure financial planning, to demonstrate the cost savings between PVC and ferrous materials while overcoming corrosive issues and matching long-term performance. Also, the completion of a long-term infrastructure financial plan and asset management plan is critical to attracting and protecting investors. But regardless of the source of borrowing, it is still the ratepayers who must foot the bill. The ratepayer, like an owner, is on the hook for all utility and financial management decisions. As this section will show, by applying the 60 percent general rule of thumb for pipes and 17.4 percent for PVC design specifications, a great deal of savings can result at the state and local level.
9.2 SURVEY OF UTILITIES REVEALS PIPE PROCUREMENT POLICY CHALLENGES

In a quick survey by the Water Finance Research Foundation in 2012, a number of utilities were asked some of the following questions:

1. Does your agency have open procurement practices/specifications which allow for more than one type of pipe material?
2. Has your agency conducted a cost justification for using one pipe material over another?
3. Has this cost justification been used as a part of a capital plan/rate increase reduction strategy?
4. When issuing bonds, have the credit agencies or bond holders asked about this type of open procurement, cost justification analysis, or the unfunded liability of infrastructure replacement?

The surprising results were that some our nation’s largest utilities answered “No” and “Not at this time”. Even as some cities admitted to having no infrastructure replacement strategies which could save ratepayers money, they are also on the financially distressed and the “we need federal funding to pay for our infrastructure” lists. These cities include Chicago, Detroit, New York, Boston, Atlanta, Philadelphia, and Los Angeles. Alarmingly, each of their metropolitan areas represents thousands of miles of pipe and serves millions of customers.

9.3 POTENTIAL STATE SAVINGS – A FEW EXAMPLES

The following chart provides additional illustrations of savings for drinking water infrastructure (not including sewers) based on the methodologies outlined previously. Many of these scenarios rely on needs assessments provided by the American Society of Civil Engineers. Actual experience could vary on a number of factors, including whether ASCE’s estimates prove to be too high or too low.

Furthermore, this chart is based on ASCE’s 2009 data. Very recently released ASCE data for 2013 indicate that many states have even higher estimated replacement costs than before. This would naturally mean greater potential savings in dollars for PVC than indicated on the next page.
### Chart 9.3.1. Potential Pipe-Replacement Savings for Drinking Water Infrastructure, Using Methodology of 60 Percent Replacement-Cost Share and 17.4 Percent PVC Savings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Estimated Replacement Cost</th>
<th>Estimated Savings, WFRF’s ***Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Georgia*</td>
<td>$9.02 billion</td>
<td>$940 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois*</td>
<td>$13.41 billion</td>
<td>$1.41 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts*</td>
<td>$8.56 billion</td>
<td>$894 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan*</td>
<td>$11.31 billion</td>
<td>$1.18 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey**</td>
<td>$7.9 billion</td>
<td>$825 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York*</td>
<td>$14.81 billion</td>
<td>$1.55 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania*</td>
<td>$10.99 billion</td>
<td>$1.15 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*2009 baseline for initial water investment cost is the estimate for a state’s water infrastructure investment “requirements” for a 20-year period. See http://www.infrastructurereportcard.org/state-page. Note: Many amounts have increased based on the 2013 American Society of Civil Engineers report card.

**Baseline for initial water investment cost is an estimate contained in a New Jersey Spotlight article citing a draft study by the organization Facing Our Future, which noted, “between 20 percent and 22 percent of the state’s treated drinking water is lost long before it’s delivered to households and businesses.” The report projects that $7.9 billion will have to be invested in the state’s water infrastructure over the next five years; with wastewater treatment facilities, the figure rises to $36.6 billion. http://www.njspotlight.com/stories/13/03/03/blue-ribbon-panel-reveals-shaky-state-of-nj-s-water-gas-power-and-transportation-infrastructures/.


### 9.4 Potential Savings – Other Areas

Metropolitan areas can likewise realize significant cost savings based on the methodology established in this Policy Paper.

#### 9.4.1 Chicago

Chicago’s bond documents and financial records were reviewed by the Water Finance Research Foundation. In Chicago, from 2008 through 2011, residential water rates increased 15 percent, 15 percent, 14 percent, and 14 percent. In 2012 they jumped by an astounding 25 percent. Future annual increases of 15 percent are planned from 2013 through 2015, after which rates will rise 5 percent each year. Operational increases for the Chicago Water Management Department are planned at 3 percent a year during 2011-2015. The lion’s share of the price tag is a huge capital plan for the replacement of one-fifth of the City’s underground pipes, of which 60 percent will be debt-financed. The sewer rates will automatically increase as water rates increase. Meanwhile, a $1 billion initiative was announced for water-related projects. Chicago’s objectives are to replace 88 miles of pipe a year for 10 years with ductile iron pipes at $2.2 million per a mile ($193.6 million), leaving the existing old corroded iron pipes in the ground. The terrible financial consequences of higher rates, higher debt, and distressed economic development for the next few decades will be borne by Chicago residents and 125 surrounding suburban communities. By applying the conservative 17.4 percent for PVC pipe use, Chicago could save $33.6 million, or replace over 18 more miles of pipe.
9.4.2 DETROIT

Detroit’s water main replacements call for ductile iron because the current design specifications do not allow for alternative materials like PVC. In a brief analysis of comparing ductile iron budgeted costs against potential PVC pipe savings, an estimated $5.1 million to $8.5 million, could result (see chart below). Yet, Detroit finds itself in the middle of political, legal, financial, and operational turmoil.

9.4.2.1 CHART: DETROIT WATER CAPITAL PLAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Supply System CIP</th>
<th>PVC SAVINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012–13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urban System Improvements</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Main Replacements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000,000 8”, 12”, 16” DI polywrap</td>
<td>$600,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water System Improvements</td>
<td>$4,950,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water System Improvements</td>
<td>$7,500,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possible $5.1m to $8.5m savings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water System Improvements</th>
<th>2013–14</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>40%</th>
<th>50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water Main Replacements</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
<td>$1,600,000</td>
<td>$480,000</td>
<td>$640,000</td>
<td>$800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water System Improvements</td>
<td>$4,950,000</td>
<td>$6,000,000</td>
<td>$1,800,000</td>
<td>$2,400,000</td>
<td>$3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water System Improvements</td>
<td>$7,500,000</td>
<td>$9,400,000</td>
<td>$2,820,000</td>
<td>$3,760,000</td>
<td>$4,700,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW ESTIMATE $11,900,000 $10,200,000 $8,500,000


9.4.3 NEW YORK CITY

New York City’s vast system processes 1.3 million gallons of wastewater a day through 14 facilities, while small village systems process less than 100,000 gallons a day. The conservative cost estimate of repairing, replacing, and updating New York State’s municipal wastewater infrastructure had increased from $21.82 billion in 2004 to $36.2 billion in 2008 (both estimates over a 20-year horizon).36 Thus, significant savings are available here too, from judicious application of open procurement and asset management.

The recent Mayors Water Council report contained a success story of interest to ratepayers throughout New York and the nation:

Former Schenectady, NY Mayor Brian U. Stratton faced millions of dollars of underground infrastructure replacement costs. Stratton directed staff to conduct research and carefully review the available pipe material alternatives. He then made the mayoral decision to direct the city engineers to change the traditional practices which excluded PVC in a closed bid—-ing process. Affordability was a major concern. His demonstrated leadership drastically reduced the cost of capital plans and the long-term projections of maintenance costs.37
10. CONSTRUCTIVE RESPONSES TO THE EVIDENCE

Besides sources referred to above such as the American Water Works Association and the American Society of Civil Engineers, the critical condition of our infrastructure is also becoming an issue to organizations concerned with broad aspects of public policy. These include the National Governors Association, the Council of State Governments, the National Association of Counties, the National Conference of State Legislatures, the National League of Cities, the International City/County Management Association, the National Association of State Budget Officers, the National Association of Home Builders, and the Government Finance Officers Association. Many of them are confronting the issue of long-term pension liabilities fraught with variable estimates of their consequences. However, unfunded infrastructure liabilities actually have known decay curves with a fairly well-established level of predictability. Luckily, at least, some members of these organizations have identified ways to address the infrastructure dilemma without immediately pulling out the rate (increase) card.

As noted before, a standout among these groups is the U.S. Mayors Water Council, which actively promotes open procurement and innovative strategies to meet water infrastructure funding needs. Its latest report finds:

> The experience of nearly a century of habitual procurement of water and wastewater pipes has had a costly impact on local repair and replacement programs. While this tradition is difficult to change, several proactive cities have broken with tradition and have reformed their procurement processes. Recognizing the growing record of success of alternative, corrosion-proof pipe materials, these cities have performed open procurement analyses to make procurement decisions on water and wastewater pipe material selection. Cities that have reviewed their pipe material options and performed objective analyses have chosen more cost-effective and better performing pipe materials for their water systems. As a result, alternative pipe materials are gaining wider acceptance and providing a cost effective method to address failing pipe issues.38

Another trend-setter is the American Legislative Exchange Council, whose model legislation offers state and local governments a blueprint to address the pressing needs of their water and wastewater systems. The legislation would “ensure that open procurement procedures are utilized in the selection of piping materials for water and wastewater infrastructure projects undertaken by state or local agencies where state funding is used.” The goal is “to construct a project at the best price and best value for system customers and taxpayers.” This proposal, should it achieve widespread enactment, would help to regain the lost public trust in their leaders’ capacity to manage infrastructure replacement without making the same mistakes.

10.1 THE RATEPAYERS’ RESPONSE: A CALL FOR AFFORDABILITY

The economic considerations of current and future ratepayers should focus on the issue of affordability, as defined by each community’s unique circumstances, infrastructure requirements, and demographics. For, one result of affordability is sustainability. This revolution of future water policy is the joint responsibility of ratepayers and their water utilities’ authorities at all levels. This is neither a call for “investment” nor radical rate increase cessation. It is, simply, a call for financial justification, consistent oversight of performance, and transparency for ratepayers. A correctly informed citizen, confident that public officials have heeded this call, will allocate the necessary resources to protect the future value of water.
11. CONCLUSION: A NEW PLAN FOR WATER FINANCE, A NEW RESPECT FOR RATEPAYERS

The simple question for policymakers and utility managers is whether the increased tempo of infrastructure spending that utilities must face over the next 20 years can be financed by the utilities themselves at rates customers can afford. Evidently, the issue is more about funding than engineering. However, mastering this challenge calls for the utmost collaboration and alignment between a number of professional disciplines. The degree to which utilities achieve success is directly tied to the degree utilities are able to bring together engineers, finance professionals, and elected officials, all of whom must in turn develop and commit to a practical plan for reform.

Finance staff must aggressively implement sound infrastructure asset management practices, while ensuring that the vision of open procurement becomes reality. This strategy then needs to be consistently updated and communicated to the ratepayers, who deserve regular consultation, progress reports, transparency, and accountability for performance. The most desirable outcome is a predictable, long-run plan leading to lower-than-expected rate increases in the future. Americans may not always pay attention to the pipes beneath their feet that provide the flow of water sustaining their everyday lives, but they are not oblivious to their value. At the same time, public officials cannot be oblivious to the value of the precious financial resources those Americans have committed — and will be asked to commit — to water infrastructure. A new plan for water finance goes hand-in-hand with a new respect for ratepayers.

ABOUT THE WATER FINANCE RESEARCH FOUNDATION

The Water Finance Research Foundation (WFRF) is a nonprofit organization that is dedicated to finding solutions for local governments and utilities to address the challenges of managing aging infrastructure, developing funding options, and mitigating a decline in the workforce. The WFRF (www.waterfinancerf.org) promotes municipal infrastructure asset management practices which increase efficiencies while reducing long-term operations, maintenance, and capital costs.

Gregory M. Baird has experience with increased water and sewer rates as a financial officer and CFO in California and Colorado. Mr. Baird serves as an advisor to the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) Economic Development and Capital Planning Committee for the US and Canada. He is the founder and lead in creating a national GFOA Utility Finance Forum for utility finance officers to share experiences and knowledge. He continues to help train finance professionals on the benefits of infrastructure asset management planning and investment and the issues of long-term funding and rate affordability. Mr. Baird is also member the American Water Works Association’s (AWWA) national Rates and Charges Committee and affordability sub-committee and contributed to the recent M1 manual on Principles of Water Rates, Fees, and Charges update. Mr. Baird has been working with condition assessment and monitoring, finance and risk, asset management, optimization, trenchless technology, GIS/CMMS and design-build firms to bring value and cost efficiencies back to utilities. As a result, he has leveraged his understanding of multi-functional disciplines required to address the water challenges of the 21st century. Mr. Baird is widely published nationally and internationally explaining the financial side of utility management issues. He is the co-founder and co-author of the monthly Money Matters column in the prestigious AWWA Journal. He is recognized as a top contributor to the national discussions on the aging water and wastewater infrastructure funding dilemma and is dedicated to researching, developing and applying solutions as best practices.
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APPENDIX

THE UTILITY YARDSTICK: RATEPAYERS’ QUESTIONS FOR ELECTED OFFICIALS

1. Does the utility have open and fair procurement policies?
2. Have these policies or design specifications been updated to include new materials or products?
3. What is the utility’s water loss; has a water audit been conducted?
4. What is the utility’s water main break rate by pipe type?
5. What are the causes of water main breaks given the pipe type, age, and diameter?
6. What is the pipe warranty? Does the utility employ a pipe installation inspector?
7. In a wastewater environment, are non-corrosive pipes and polymer manholes used?
8. Does the utility consider sustainability policies and life-cycle costs in the procurement process?
9. Are there any rates, fees, or charges which automatically increase?
10. Has an allocation study validated transfers from “enterprise funds” set aside for water infrastructure to the general fund?
11. Has a comprehensive cost-of-service study been conducted in the last 3 years?
12. Has every fee and charge been reviewed as to its accuracy in the last 3 years?
13. Are the current developer fee/connection charges tied to an approved master plan or approved capital improvement plan?
14. Does the current master plan reflect recent changes due to the downturn of the economy, changes in growth, conservation and revenue, delayed capital projects, etc.?
15. Does the utility have a current financial plan document that helps guide the financial model; if so, what are the key financial metrics?
16. Does the utility use a computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) to schedule all work orders?
17. Does the utility maintain an inventory of all assets that includes related attributes and condition assessments?
18. Does the utility employ infrastructure asset management best practices for prioritizing capital projects based on an accepted system of “criticality scoring”?
19. What are the performance measures, key performance indicators, or service level goals that drive potential rate increases, and are they quantified in terms of costs and rate impact?
20. Does the utility use a 10-year financial model or capital plan?
21. Does the utility track and forecast the affordability impacts of current and future rate increases for each major demographic group within the utility’s boundaries?
22. Has the utility conducted a peer review of its rate forecast and explored other alternative options to minimize increases?
23. Has the utility identified critical issues and conducted studies to provide mitigation options?
24. Has the utility posted information pertaining to capital improvement plans, master plans, mitigation studies, cost-of-service studies, allocation studies, asset management issues, fee structures, and other key documents of interest to ratepayers in an easy-to-understand format on the Internet?
25. Have elected officials been adequately trained in utility oversight and policy making?